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Executive summary
•

Previous annual launches of Risk Mapping and
Performance Tracking results have prompted the
questions:
– What has been done on the ‘most improved’
roads?
– What is wrong with the ‘persistently higher risk’
roads?
– What should be done?

•

This report answers those questions with a focus on
safe road design.

•

International best practice is developing long-term
programmes with the goal of eliminating death on
the roads. These ‘vision zero’ programmes are
developing a ‘safe system’, in which the driver,
vehicle, and road are seen as one combined design
protecting all road users from serious harm.

•

In the last decade, research1 shows that the single
largest contribution to reduction in serious crashes
has come from safer vehicles. The in-built safety of
vehicles has risen as passive safety (e.g. crumple
zones and airbags) has increased vehicle Star
Ratings.

•

Advanced electronics are being introduced into
vehicles helping reduce further the likelihood of
crashes and mitigating serious consequences. From
automatic emergency braking to pedestrian detection
these will contribute more, especially in built-up
areas.

•

However, the majority of road deaths remain to car
occupants. Road deaths are concentrated on country
roads outside major towns and cities at speeds
where the car’s protection alone is not enough to
protect from brutal impacts at junctions, with
roadside objects and in head-on crashes. Vulnerable
road users in villages on country roads need much
more attention.

•

With half of road deaths concentrated on just 10% of
the busy main road network outside major towns and
cities, targeting can pay substantial dividends. Risks
on different sections of road vary tenfold as the same
drivers in the same vehicles turn from one road
section into another.

Broughton J (2011) Updated post-2010 casualty forecasts. TRL Report
PPR552. Crowthorne: Transport Research Laboratory.
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• The annual Performance Tracking results from the
Road Safety Foundation show that remarkable
improvements have taken place on particular sections
of road. These can involve major engineering but
mostly improvement comes from ‘smart’ maintenance
and attention to safety detailing.
•

This report digs deeper with two case studies – the
‘most improved’ road (A404) and the ‘persistently
highest risk’ road (A285), both from the 2014
Performance Tracking results, to show how safe road
design can contribute. How can the in-built safety of
roads, like cars, contribute to minimising the
likelihood of a crash and, in the event of a crash,
protect from death or serious injury?

•

On the ‘most improved’ road (A404), the road
authority, Buckinghamshire County Council told the
Foundation of road improvements they introduced on
the road between the two 3-year data periods used
in the 2014 Performance Tracking results. How much
these measures contribute individually to the
reduction is statistically uncertain.

•

However, Star Rating measures the in-built safety of
the road. The measures identified by the road
authority have been input so that an assessment of
the Star Rating improvement between the two data
periods can be calculated. Similarly, the Star Rating
of the ‘persistently highest risk’ road (A285) has been
calculated and a ‘Safer Roads Investment Plan’
suggested might give high returns from an affordable
safety engineering investment.

•

The methodology used has become available in the
last year in a form that any authority can apply. The
purpose of this report is to demonstrate pathfinding
work carried out with the help of leading authorities
on its application in Britain.

•

There are many demands on local authorities, not
least for the funds available for road maintenance
and improvement. Getting the most out of existing
budgets is imperative. Serious road crashes are
expensive and this report shows that interventions
are often simple and cost effective. As central
government increasingly devolves responsibility for
the costs of health and long term care, there are now
new reasons for local authorities to study the cost of
road crashes on their road network, and show why
bringing ‘A’ roads up to a minimum 3-star standard
for in-built safety in the period to 2030 makes sense.
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Introduction
In 2013, 1,713 people were killed on Britain’s roads and
21,657 were seriously injured. There are now 10 times
more people killed on our roads each year than in the
workplace. Until recently, death and injury on the road
had been regarded as inevitable. The techniques and
disciplines of managing fatal risk in manufacturing, oil
exploration and mining, which have been so successful,
have not been seen as relevant to the roads.
Today road managers face prosecution if they do not
protect their own road workers from small risks while
their responsibility to protect road users from known high
risks is vague and belongs to another era. By contrast
companies have to operate on the basis that any death
related to their products and services is unacceptable.

Since 2002, the Road Safety Foundation has published
the British EuroRAP Risk Mapping and Performance
Tracking results for British motorways and ‘A’ roads. The
survey is broken down into over 2,500 sections. The Risk
Mapping protocol uses crash data to determine the rate
of death and serious injury per vehicle kilometres
travelled for each road and converts the rates calculated
into five coloured categories to visualise the level of risk.
The Performance Tracking protocol compares the maps
over time to see which routes have improved and which
remain high risk.

In the 1990s, the Swedish and Dutch governments asked
fundamental questions about what it would take to move
the risk of road death towards zero. In Britain, the newly
created government corporation, Highways England, is
today also assuming a leadership role in challenging why
in the future anyone should come to serious harm on its
network. The core principle of the resulting initiative
“Vision Zero” is that the ‘safe system’ should not fail in
any situation in which a person might make a mistake.

The ‘safe system’ (described on page 6) develops how
safer behaviour, safer vehicles and safer vehicles can
work together to reduce serious road trauma. The ‘most
improved’ roads are an example of the safe system
working together. It is not possible to identify which of
the elements within each was most responsible for the
overall improvement. Similarly, an insurance company
cannot predict which individual in which car on which
road will crash next year. It must evaluate known risks.

Managing performance

The ‘Star Rating’ method applied seeks to address known
high risks which are built-in to a road and how, on
average, these can be reduced. As serious road crashes
become less frequent, best British practice recommends
‘proactive’ reduction of known high risks rather than wait
for deaths to occur. This begins to bring roads in line
with all other industries, products and services. It ensures
road authorities can manage the risks under their direct
control rather than rely on vehicle improvements or other
initiatives (eg adoption of telematics insurance by young
drivers) as a way of measuring their own progress.

The Road Safety Foundation welcomed the government’s
recognition in 2014 of the worldwide contribution that
the Star Rating of roads and vehicles had made to
simplifying effective road safety policy. The new
government corporation for national roads, Highways
England, subsequently published a goal that 90% of
travel on its network will be at 3-star or above by 2020.
Leading countries using EuroRAP are managing major
road networks so that travel at 3-star minimum becomes
the norm. The Netherlands is now within 25kms of
achieving 3-star on national roads. Sweden’s
administration aims for better than 75% by 2020 and
near 100% by 2025.
A 4-star goal for roads carrying more than 50,000
vehicles is emerging as is 4-star protection for vulnerable
road users in built-up areas.
This report uses the international benchmark to see the
extent to which the ‘most improved’ achieved the
minimum 3-star standard and the steps needed for the
‘persistently higher risk road’ to achieve the same target.
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Risk Mapping and Performance
Tracking

This report shows that for roads to achieve the ‘most
improved’ label requires the implementation of measures
on the road which raise ‘Star Ratings’. These may stretch
from major engineering schemes to ‘smart’ maintenance.

Safety rating
This report uses the Star Rating protocol, conceived by
EuroRAP and developed by the International Road
Assessment Programme (iRAP), to measure the in-built
safety of the roads featured in the 2014 British EuroRAP
results. The report focuses on two case studies to
illustrate application of Star Rating and uses data
comparing performance in 2007-09 with 2010-12:

a) The A404 in Buckinghamshire – Britain’s most
improved road
b) The A285 in West Sussex – Britain’s persistently
highest risk road

confirmed that the risk increased by 17% between
2007-09 and 2010-12 despite implementation of a
number of low cost measures and a national reduction in
the number of fatal and serious injuries.

Road authorities for both case studies were consulted
during the reporting process.

The road is 12 miles (19 km) long and 47 people were
killed or seriously injured on it in during the two data
periods analysed for this report. 96% of the deaths and
serious injuries were to vehicle occupants and
motorcyclists. The death and serious injury rate to vehicle
occupants on the Risk Mapping scale alone is
unacceptable (medium-high risk). The addition of
motorcyclists doubles the measured risk of death and
injury. Together this gives the road the label of high risk
and puts it at the top of the table for ‘persistently 		
higher risk’.

Case studies results
•

A404 (A413 (Amersham) - M25 J18)

The results show that the inbuilt safety of the A404
allowed it to rise overall from a 2-star to a 3-star road.
An improvement of a full star can typically be expected to
halve the cost or number of serious crashes. Because the
annual analysis searches for the ‘most improved’ roads,
measures introduced by a road authority are likely to be
performing at the top of their expected statistical range.
In fact, there was a 90% drop in road crashes during the
survey period and the road was raised from a mediumhigh risk route to a low risk route.
The measures that worked were both low cost and
straightforward. They included re-surfacing, improved
road markings, lowering the speed limit, and improving
pedestrian crossings on a stretch where pedestrians were
especially vulnerable.
The case study shows how a section of typical route
varies significantly in character along its length. The road
had 30mph, 40mph and 60mph sections and the risk
varied for vehicle occupants, motorcyclists, pedestrians
and cyclists. In particular, the route ranged between 2-,
3- and 4-star for vehicle occupants and pedestrians.
The risk on any road is related to the operating speed. As
on motorways, high speeds and high Star Ratings are not
inconsistent providing there is higher in-built protection.
On the A404, reducing the speed limit in the built-up
sections resulted in a measured lower speed. It appears
likely that exiting the built-up section at lower speed also
reduced speeds in the 60mph section but ‘before and
after’ speed surveys were not carried out to confirm this.
Following these interventions, the route delivered
improved Star Ratings for both vehicle occupants and
pedestrians with the 2-star sections being eliminated
from the results for pedestrians.
•

A285 (Chichester – Petworth)

The A285 is a challenge for the road authority, West
Sussex County Council. This road has been identified as
high risk since the EuroRAP results for non-primary ‘A’
roads were first presented in 2009. The 2014 publication

The Star Rating for vehicle occupants and motorcyclists is
not good with only around 15% achieving the desired
3-star minimum. 85% of the route rates 1- and 2-star for
vehicle occupants and motorcyclists.
The Safer Roads Investment Plan (SRIP), an output of
ViDA, the software developed by the International Road
Assessment Programme (iRAP), shows that significant
reductions in the number of fatal and serious injuries by
improving road safety engineering is possible. A set of
interventions at specific locations along the route
suggested a package that might repay its costs 4 times
over. Some of the individual measures proposed had
benefit-to-cost ratios (BCRs) in excess of 10.
The suggested interventions included proposals
commonly seen on roads in Britain such as rumble strips
along roadside edges, central lane hatching, creating a
safe clear zone of roadside hazards, lighting, and marking
improvements.
Most safety engineering infrastructure improvements are
enduring and savings in road trauma continue year on year
after installation. Using HM Treasury methodology, SRIP
proposed interventions costed at about £3m (£159k per
km) would be expected to deliver an economic return of
the order of £11m over the economic life of the investment.
An estimated 45 deaths and serious injuries could be
saved over the next 20 years on this small route.
If the package were to be implemented, the whole route
would meet the minmum 3-star target.
For motorcyclists, the route sees 1-star sections
eliminated but still has some way to go to meet
minimum 3-star.
The suggestions and assumptions in this case study are
currently being discussed with local experts in the authority.
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Safe system
The design of railway and aviation safety systems
ensures that all significant risk is eliminated: any weak
link in the chain, such as pilot or driver error, is
reinforced with fail safes. In the last decade, international
organisations and leading countries in road safety
worldwide have endorsed the so-called ‘safe system’
approach to reducing serious trauma on the road
transport system2.
The concept that a safe road transport system can be
designed and does not derive only from a series of
promising ad hoc initiatives has enabled top performing
countries like the Netherlands and Sweden to generate
new initiatives and review underperforming initiatives.
The approach means that road deaths can be reduced
towards zero with priorities guided by real world
potential to reduce overall risk.
Risk Mapping captures how the safe system works
together during a three year period. The crashes that
make up the risk rates can occur because of poor
behaviour, poor road design or because the vehicle
offered poor protection in the event of a crash.

Performance Tracking compares risk over time. As vehicles
have improved a reduction in risk is likely for all roads
and so the roads that featured in the ‘most improved’
category are those that have improved the road itself or
generated successful education campaigns.
The OECD recently published updated statistics which
found that the pace of improvement for vulnerable road
users (VRUs) across Europe was lower than the pace of
improvement for car occupants3. In the UK, the rate of
improvement for death and serious injuries for the last
five years is small (6%) for VRUs. The significant vehicle
improvements translate easily to the same finding for car
occupants as the reduction in death and serious injuries
over the last five years is 30%.
More action needs to be taken to improve the risk for
VRUs. The ‘most improved’ road featured in this report
showed a significant decrease in risk for VRUs. The
improvements made to the road during the study period
mostly reduced the incidence of crashes involving VRUs.

Figure 1: The Safe System:
Complementary Actions on Roads,
Vehicles and Drivers

se
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) (2008). Towards Zero:
Ambitious Road Safety Targets and the Safe
System Approach. OECD Publishing www.
internationaltransportforum.org/jtrc/safety/
targets/08TargetsSummary.pdf (retrieved 17
September 2014).
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Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) (2015). Road deaths
continue to fall – but great disparities
between countries.
www.internationaltransportforum.org/Press/
PDFs/2015-05-27-IRTAD-.pdf
(retrieved 3 June 2015).
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Star Rating
Star Ratings are based on road inspection data and
provide a simple and objective measure of the level of
safety ‘built-in’ to the road for vehicle occupants,
motorcyclists, bicyclists and pedestrians. 5-star roads are
the safest while 1-star roads are the least safe.
The two roads featured in this report have been given
Star Ratings. A small rating team undertook desktop
inspections by conducting a virtual drive through of the
road network, looking at video frames at 100m intervals.
Each relevant design feature for over 50 locational and
risk attributes was measured and rated according to the
Star Rating protocol developed by the International Road
Assessment Programme (iRAP).

Safer Roads
Investment Plans
Safer Roads Investment Plans (SRIP) identify ways in
which the Star Ratings can be improved in a cost
effective way.
More than 70 proven road improvement options to
generate affordable and economically sound SRIPs to
save lives are considered. These road improvement
options range from low cost road markings and
pedestrian refuges to higher cost intersection upgrades
and full highway duplication.
Input data includes costs provided by the former
Highways Agency in 2010, which has been used in
subsequent British studies. These have been inflated to
2015 values and localised by inputs from West Sussex
County Council. HM Treasury methodology has been used
to determine the benefits of implementation over a 20
year economic life.
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Safe road design
Reducing head-on crashes

Reducing run-off crashes

Head-on crashes are generally the most severe of all
vehicle crash types. The combined mass and speed of
vehicles often result in fatal or serious consequences for
vehicle occupants.

Run-off-road crashes are common, especially in high
speed areas. They occur at bends and on straight
sections of road. In high speed environments they can
have severe outcomes, particularly if an object is hit (for
example trees, poles, pedestrians) or there is a steep
embankment or cliff.

Even in the most modern cars, the chances of surviving a
head-on crash at speeds above 40mph are greatly
reduced. For older vehicles, or in crashes involving
vehicles of different size, surviving such a crash is less
likely even at far lower speeds.
Often this type of crash results from a steering wheel
overcorrection, e.g. a driver veers to the roadside,
instinctively turns the steering wheel to return to the
road and travels across the carriageway.

Reducing junction crashes
Junction crashes are one of the most common types of
crash problem in Britain. In rural areas, or where vehicle
speeds are high, the consequence of crashes at junctions
can be particularly severe.
The chances of avoiding serious injury or death reduce
dramatically above 30mph for side impacts even for the
newer car models, and is far less than this for older
vehicles, and particularly for vulnerable road users.
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Research shows that the survival rate for hitting an object
head-on reduces dramatically above 40mph, while a side
impact into a pole or tree is greatly reduced at speeds
above 25mph. Therefore, the consequences of running off
the road above this speed will often be severe.

Reducing crashes with
pedestrians and cyclists
Crashes with pedestrians are a leading cause of death
and injury in many countries. Indeed in some of them,
more than half of all road deaths involve crashes
between vehicles and pedestrians.
The severity of crashes involving cyclists is often much
higher than those with passenger or heavy vehicles in
similar situations due to lack of physical protection.
The severity of crashes with vulnerable road users is
strongly dependent on the speed of traffic. Research
shows that the chances of a vulnerable road user
surviving an impact with a motorised vehicle reduces
significantly above 20mph, and even at speeds lower
than this, serious harm can be caused, especially to older
people or children.

Table 1: Estimated reductions
for reducing head-on crashes

Table 3: Estimated reductions
for reducing run-off crashes

Countermeasure

Casualty reduction Cost

Countermeasure

Casualty reduction Cost

Delineation

10-25%

Low

Delineation

10-25%

Low

Central hatching

10-25%

Low

Rumble strips

10-25%

Low

Rumble strips

10-25%

Low

Skid resistance

25-40%

Low

Shoulder sealing

25-40%

Medium

25-40%

Low

Lane widening

25-40%

Medium-high

Roadside hazard
removal

Median barrier

>60%

Medium-high

10-25%

Medium

Additional lane

25-40%

High

Side slope
improvement

Realignment

10-40%

High

Roadside barriers

40-60%

Medium

Dualling

25-40%

High

Shoulder sealing

25-40%

Medium

Speed management 25-40%

Medium

Lane widening

25-40%

Medium to
high

Median barrier

>60%

Medium-high

Realignment

10-40%

High

Table 2: Estimated reductions
for reducing junction crashes
Countermeasure

Casualty reduction

Cost

Delineation

10-25%

Low

Turn lane

10-25%

Low-medium

Skid resistance

25-40%

Low-medium

Signalisation

25-40%

Medium

Speed management 25-40%

Medium

Roundabout

>60%

Medium-high

Grade separation

25-40%

High

The chances of avoiding
serious injury or death
reduce dramatically
above 30mph for side
impacts even for the
newer car models

Table 4: Estimated reductions
for reducing crashes with
pedestrians and cyclists
Countermeasure

Casualty reduction Cost

Fencing

25-40%

Low

Improve visibility
(obstruction
removal)

25-40%

Low-medium

Parking
improvements

10-25%

Low-medium

Refuge island

25-40%

Low-medium

Installing crossing

25-40%

Low-medium

Shoulder sealing

25-40%

Medium

Speed management 25-40%

Medium

Street lighting

10-25%

Medium

Traffic calming

25-40%

Medium-high

Grade separation
crossing

>60%

High
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Star Rating results
A404 (A413 (Amersham) - M25 J18)
The A404 between Amersham and the M25 changed from a medium-high risk to a low risk route between
2007-09 and 2010-12 with a reduction in fatal and serious crashes from 12 to 1.
The crashes involved death and serious injury for vehicle occupants and pedestrians. Star Ratings for
both these road user types are given.
Discussions with Buckinghamshire and Hertfordshire County Councils concluded that routine maintenance,
changes in the speed limit, and pedestrian crossing improvements were carried out between 2009 and
2012. The Star Rating results that follow show how these changes affected the measure of risk for
individuals based on the road environment for both vehicle occupants and pedestrians.

Figure 2: Risk Mapping the A404 using crash data from 2007-09

Moving eastwards along the A404, the road is divided into a low speed limit section to Lodge Lane
(marked with the first “Road Risk Section Break”), a high speed limit route across to Green Street
(marked with the second break), and a low speed limit route to the M25.
Based on the Risk Mapping methodology, each section is assigned a medium-high risk rating, thus giving
the medium-high risk rating overall.
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Figure 3: Star Rating the A404 based on the 2007-09 road environment for vehicle occupants
Before 2010, the high speed limit section scored 2-star and the majority of the low speed limit sections
scored 2-star, results that were too low for the desired minimum of 3-star for single carriageways.
There were 8 accidents involving vehicle occupants, locations of which were spread across the route with
two thirds in the low speed limit sections.
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Before 2010, the majority of the route was 3-star or above for pedestrians.
There were 4 crashes involving
	
  
pedestrians, all of which were concentrated in the low speed limit	
   sections.
	
  
	
  
The route saw improvements and these are illustrated in Figure 5.
	
   	
  
	
   	
  
Figure 5: Road improvements on the A404 between 2007-09
and 2010-12
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Figures 6 to 8 show how the risk changed over the two EuroRAP	
  protocols, Risk Mapping and Star Rating.
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Figure 6: Risk Mapping the A404 using crash data from 	
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Based on the EuroRAP Risk Mapping methodology, a low risk rating is assigned to the low speed limit
section from the west, a low-medium risk rating on the high speed	
   limit section and a low risk rating for
the eastern low speed limit section giving a low risk rating overall.	
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Figure 7: Star Rating the A404 based on the 2010-12 road
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Between 2010 and 2012 the majority of the route is 3-star or above. There were no reported changes to
the high speed limit section and eastern low speed limit section so	
   these remain 2- and 4-star.
	
   the west at a lower speed, there
It appears likely that, because traffic exited the built-up section from
would have been a reduction in speeds in the 60mph section but no
	
   ‘before and after’ speed surveys
were carried out to confirm this.
	
  
For the low speed limit sections, the majority scores 4-star, bettering
	
   the minimum Star Rating targets
for single carriageways. This illustrates the point that the protection afforded by modern cars to
occupants in low speed crashes makes high Star Ratings at 30mph	
   in urban areas relatively simple to
acheive. This is far from the case on rural high speed roads; two-thirds
	
   of all road deaths in Britain
occur outside built-up areas.
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Figure 8: Star Rating the A404 based on the 2010-12 road
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Between 2010 and 2012, the majority of the route scored 3-star, the majority of the low speed limit
	
  
section scored 4-star, and no crashes causing death and serious injury
for pedestrians occurred. The
estimated reduction was 12% and the actual reduction was 100% 	
  with no crashes involving pedestrians
killed or seriously injured.
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Between 2010 and 2012 the majority Star Rating for both
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shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: Safer Roads Investment Plan for the A285 (20 year period)
Countermeasure

Length/sites

Predicted fatal Present Value Estimated
and serious
Benefit
cost
injuries saved (£million)
(£million)

Cost per fatal Benefit
and serious
Cost
injury saved Ratio
(£thousand)

Shoulder rumble strips

12km

9

2

0.2

20

11

Clear roadside hazards –
passenger side

4km

8

2

0.8

96

2

Clear roadside hazards –
driver side

4km

8

2

0.8

99

2

Central hatching

15km

6

1.3

0.1

21

11

Street lighting (intersection)

7 sites

5

1.3

0.2

46

5

Central median barrier (1+1)

1km

3

0.7

0.1

43

6

Protected turn lane
(unsignalised 4 leg)

1 site

2

0.6

0.2

92

3

Improve delineation

1km

1

0.2

0.03

33

7

Delineation and signing
(intersection)

2 sites

1

0.3

0.04

25

9

45

11

3

(57)

(4)

Total (mean)

The countermeasures designed to save a high number of
lives and generate significant economic savings are
shoulder rumble strips and central hatching. Together
these aim to reduce the number of run off and head on
crashes. According to the SRIP, implementing these
measures alone could achieve a reduction of 14 fatal and
serious injuries over 20 years, diminishing by 15% the
number of head on and run off fatal and serious injuries.

There is room to improve, though. The threshold for the
economic appraisal for countermeasures was set to
generate proposals where their economic benefit would be
at least three times cost. Setting a threshold where the
minimum savings of at least one is possible and the
practicability of this will be discussed with West Sussex
County Council.

Investing £3m could result in a reduction of 45 fatalities
and serious injuries over 20 years, producing a present
value benefit worth £11m. The resulting Star Ratings based
on the recommendations of the full SRIP are shown in
Figures 11 and 12; 100% of vehicle occupant Star Ratings
would achieve minimum 3-star.

Investing £3m could result in
a reduction of 45 fatalities
and serious injuries over 20
years, producing a present
value benefit worth £11m.

The results of the revised countermeasure costs give an
estimated Star Rating for motorcyclists. This Star Rating
does not meet the minimum 3-star targets because of the
difference between the vulnerability of vehicles and
motorcycles.
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Additional information
About Risk Mapping

About Star Rating

The first EuroRAP Risk Maps for Britain’s major roads
were published by the Road Safety Foundation in 2002.
These well-known colour coded maps show the risk to a
road user of being killed or seriously injured. They
highlight the significantly changing risk, for example, as
the same drivers in the same vehicles turn from one road
section into another.

Just as the Euro NCAP Star Rating rates the in-built safety
of vehicles, EuroRAP Star Rating for roads rates the
in-built safety of roads. Measuring infrastructure safety
directly helps managers of road networks measure and
manage their contribution to road safety. Star Rating
makes transparent the contribution for which they are
wholly responsible, regardless of changes in traffic law,
vehicle safety, demography, or the economy.

These risks can commonly be 10 to 20 times greater on
one road rather than on another. For example, even on
average, single carriageways are now 8 times riskier than
motorways. Dual carriageways are 3 times riskier than
motorways. An average mile of A road in Britain will have
2 deaths or serious injuries in a 10 year period.
These annual Risk Maps for Britain’s motorways and ‘A’
roads have become a key national road safety
measurement of risk on roads. The majority of British
road deaths are concentrated on the 10% of road
network mapped.

About Performance Tracking
Performance Tracking uses the data compiled for each
risk map to assess how risk on the network as a whole,
and on individual road sections, has changed over time,
and is a way of measuring success and the effectiveness
of investment in safer roads.
This is done in several stages:
1.

Risk Mapping compares consecutive three-year
data periods to identify road sections that have
shown a statistically significant reduction in the
number of crashes causing fatal and serious
injuries and those road sections for which there
has been little or no change;
2. Data for individual years is checked to assess
consistency of trends over time;
3. Highway authorities are consulted in order to build
up information on specific issues affecting road
safety, and on the types of engineering,
enforcement or education measures that may have
been implemented and any actions planned in the
immediate future.

EuroRAP was launched by the same partnership that
developed Euro NCAP: the UK, Dutch and Swedish
governments together with Europe’s leading motoring
organisations and charities.
In 2007, EuroRAP piloted a method to Star Rate the
in-built safety of roads to complement the Euro NCAP
Star Rating of vehicles. The methodology involves road
inspections at 100 metre intervals and was developed by
the International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP),
which systematically captures data on more than 50
locational and risk factors known to determine the safety
of a road.
Global research and development cooperation followed,
resulting not only in a commonly applied measurement
system but also the software, ViDA, developed by iRAP
together with the support needed for practical
applications. This work continues today.

About Safer Roads Investment
Plans
ViDA not only Star Rates the safety of a road for vehicle
occupants, motorcyclists, pedestrians and cyclists but
also, by generating Safer Roads Investment Plans,
suggests the practical safety engineering measures that
road engineers can deploy to deliver high return
improvements. These commonly include safer junctions,
roadsides, footpaths, crossings and speed management.
Today Star Rating protocols measuring the safety of road
infrastructure are being applied in more than 70
countries as varied as Australia, United States, China,
Philippines, India and Mexico. Safer Roads Investment
Plans drawn up from this work help to shape significant
investments globally.
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About the Road Safety
Foundation

About EuroRAP

The Road Safety Foundation (RSF) is a UK charity
advocating road casualty reduction through simultaneous
action on all three components of the safe road system:
roads, vehicles and behaviour. The RSF has enabled work
across each of these areas. Several of its published
reports have provided the basis of new legislation and
government policy. For the last 15 years the charity has
focused on leading the establishment in the UK of the
European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP).

The European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP) is
an international not for profit association dedicated to
saving lives through safer roads.

The programme aims to reduce death and serious injury
through a programme of systematic testing of risk,
identifying the major shortcomings that can be addressed
by practical road improvement measures. It forges
partnerships between those responsible for a safe road
system - civil society, motoring organisations, vehicle
The Road Safety Foundation plays a pivotal role in raising manufacturers and road authorities - and aims to ensure
that assessment of risk lies at the heart of strategic
awareness of the importance of road infrastructure at all
decisions on route improvements, crash protection and
levels including:
standards of route management.
• Regular publication of EuroRAP safety rating
Its members are automobile and touring clubs, national
measures in a format readily accessible and
and regional road authorities, and universities and
understood by the general public, policymakers and
research institutes. The programme is supported by the
professionals
FIA Foundation, ACEA, and the International Road
• Issuing guidance on the use of EuroRAP protocols at
Assessment Programme (iRAP).
operational level by road authorities so that road
engineers are able to improve the safety of the road
Registered office: Rue de la Science 41, 1040 Brussels.
infrastructure for which they are responsible
Registered in Belgium no. 50962003 and company no.
• Proposing national strategies and benchmarks.
0479824257.
The Road Safety Foundation is registered in England and
Wales under company no. 02069723. It is a UK registered For more information visit www.eurorap.org
charity (no. 295573) with its registered office being 60
Trafalgar Square, London, WC2N 5DS.
For more information visit www.roadsafetyfoundation.org
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Engineering Safer Roads
Star Rating roads for in-built safety
In 2013, 1,713 people were killed on Britain’s roads and
21,657 were seriously injured. There are now 10 times
more people killed on our roads each year than in the
workplace. Until recently, death and injury on the road
had been regarded as inevitable. The techniques and
disciplines of managing fatal risk in manufacturing, oil
exploration and mining, which have been so successful,
have not been seen as relevant to the roads.
International best practice is developing long term
programmes with the goal of eliminating death on the
roads. These ‘vision zero’ programmes are developing a
‘safe system’, in which the driver, vehicle, and road are
seen as one combined design protecting all road users
from serious harm. For example, crash energy absorbing
in-car airbags and roadside safety fences are
complementary.
In the last decade, research shows that the single largest
contribution to reduction in serious crashes has come
from safer vehicles. The in-built safety of vehicles has
risen as passive safety (eg crumple zones and airbags)
has increased vehicle Star Ratings.

Since 2002, the Road Safety Foundation have published
the British EuroRAP Risk Mapping and Performance
Tracking results for British motorways and ‘A’ roads. The
results have prompted the questions:
•

What has been done on the ‘most improved’ road?

•

What is wrong with ‘persistently higher risk’ roads?

•

What should be done?

This report answers those questions with a focus on safe
road design. How can the in-built safety of roads
contribute to minimising the likelihood of a crash and, in
the event of a crash, protect from death or serious injury?
The report digs deeper with two case studies – a ‘most
improved road (the A285) and a ‘persistent high risk road
(the A404) to show how safe road design can contribute.
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate pathfinding
work carried out with the help of leading authorities on
the application of Star Ratings in Britain.
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